CORPORTE PROFILE- 2016

INTRODUCTION
GH Transport Ltd was established in the year 1975 providing transport solutions for more than 40
years to various esteemed clients with diversified operational requirements and locations within
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the GCC states.
Please find hereunder a brief list of our corporate client we have serviced over the past 4 decades.
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Saudi Arabian Oil Company (Saudi Aramco)
Schlumberger Middle East Saudi Arabia
Zamil Industries
Trans-Continental Shipping Agencies
East-West Pipelines
Saipem – Shaybah Pipelines
Petrolube Base Oil
National Pipe Coating
Al-Qahtani Pipe Coating
Saudi Sulphur Company
Cocordia Agri Trading PTE ltd
Noble Resources PTE Ltd
COFCO Agri PTE Ltd.
GAHTANI INTERNATIONAL MARITIME AGENCY
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The History:
GH, a joint venture company was founded by the Late
Sheikh Hassan Abdul Karim Al-Gahtani in 1975 in
partnership with Geosource Incorporation of the United
States of America.
In early 1980’s, Geosource
Management decided to withdraw their investments from
Saudi Arabia and after mutual agreement the HAK Group
of Companies (the parent company of GHTL) acquired
the remaining 49% share of the partnership to form a fully
Saudi owned company.

The New Beginning:
During the 1970’s, Saudi Arabia was undergoing an industrial revolution with modern
infrastructure being
built to meet the
growing oil and gas
industry and other
support services that
created a vacuum for
much needed transport
services. GH started
its humble beginning
by supporting this
sector and playing its
part in the industrial
development phases
by catering to the
transportation
and
logistics requirements
in Eastern Province of the Kingdom.
Since its inception, with just a few trucks GH Management realized the importance of this growing
sector and imported large quantities of Mack Trucks from USA and soon the newly acquired fleet
were seen servicing the fast growing industries. After establishing Transport & Logistics contracts
with the then Arabian American Oil Company (Aramco) and servicing their Onshore Exploration,
Pipeline and Material Supply Division projects, transporting approximately Seven (7) million tons
of raw materials and in the process GH became a name of professionalism, strength and reliability
gaining the tag as one stop shop for their logistical requirements and transport solution.
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The Diversification and Expansion:
As the industrial boom was spreading out to
different development sectors, GH decided to
diversify and expand their operations to the
upcoming needs in Government and Private
Industrial Development Industry, with opening
of branches in Riyadh, Jeddah, Jubail and
Yanbu, dedicated divisions specializing services
such as Oil, Gas and Water pipes transport
measuring 120 Kms in length, support services
Oil & Gas Services
to the US Corps of Engineering to transport their
raw materials and equipment’s. Further to
support the heavy construction carried out to build refineries and GOSP’s the GH Heavy Lift
Division was formed.

BULK

To meet the demands of an ever increasing influx
of foreign labor force and growth within local
populace there was an urgent need for expansion
of agricultural farming and cattle industry
development, and thus GH started the GH Bulk
Division that would till date support the Saudi
Sea Ports of Jeddah and Dammam to cater to the
growing number of farms, animal husbandry and
bulk imports throughout the Kingdom
.

Later on as a part of the diversification plans
the common carrier and Xpress divisions
were developed not just to cater to big names
in the developing industry but also to the
transport needs of small scale support
industries.

GHXPRESS

Finally, to support the airline industry to cope
with growing needs of export and import of
personal effects as well as the commercial goods,
GH transport established the IFS (International
Freight Services) division.

IFS
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GH Today:
With changing business demand trends and in order to keep abreast of the ever evolving
transportation sector, GH has modified and streamlined its business activities in a flexible and
accommodative logistics and warehousing systems in place with four dedicated divisions
servicing different sectors that offers a broad portfolio of integrated services and custom-tailored
and customer focused solutions for the management and transport of goods.
Our divisions work hand in hand so that we can flexibly fulfill all our customer’s logistical
requirements. This enables us to systematically tap the opportunities offered by the trends towards
globalization and outsourcing services.
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GH OILFIELDS & GAS SUPPORT SERVICES Division (OGS):
With the beginning of the exploration
activities by International Oil Companies in
collaboration with Saudi Aramco in the
Empty Quarter desert of Saudi Arabia in
2005. GH was awarded the Integrated
Project
Management
(IPM)
by
Schlumberger Middle East for South Rub
Al-Khali (SRAK) project (collaboration
between Total and Saudi Aramco) to
transport all raw materials, drilling
equipment, cement and skip transport
services from its base in Dammam to Ishrat1 deep inside the Rub Al-Khali (Approximately 250 kms from Sharourah into the Empty Quarter)
and to various other locations.
Using specialized 6x4 axle trucks that can endure the treacherous desert trips, each truck is
installed with the latest IVMS system and is monitored by the Global Journey Management Center
that requires following strict oilfield industry driving and safety norms. Drivers have to undergo
safe driving practice training and are certified
by Schlumberger Training Department to be
eligible to work on the project.
Based on our service excellence and as a
registered and preferred transport service
provider, we have been providing dedicated
crew
change
transport
services
to
Schlumberger
GeoServices
(previously
collaboration between Lukoil of Russia and
Saudi Aramco – LUKSAR) since 2005 and to
date with Schlumberger Geoservices.
Currently, supporting the Control Tower
Project with Tractor Heads and 40 feet flat bed
trailers to transport materials, drilling
equipments & tools and assisting crew changes
to various rig site locations all over Saudi
Arabia.
All trucks are fitted by IVMS and only assigned to trained and certified drivers, with daily journey
management plan implemented, Vehicle inspection, Driver condition evaluation and
Communication between Dispatcher and Driver on every Two (2) hours driving break.
We have implemented and follow stringent QHSE policies and procedures, with Reward &
penalties system in place.
All assigned drivers to Schlumberger project are medically tested every two (2) years.
In 2007 GH was adjudged as the Best Service Provider Contractor by Schlumberger.
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GH BULK Division:

Buk division is one of GH Transport’s major division under contract with Trans-Continental
Shipping Agencies, handling all their import shipments of Corn, Soya Bean Meal, Soda Ash,
Sugar Beet and Sodium Carbonate that
arrive on vessels from different continents
to the Jeddah Islamic Port and King
Abdulaziz port in Dammam.

With a large number of dedicated fleet of
trucks/tippers and 24 X7 operations with a
capacity of handling approximately 65K
tons of grain per month, the imports are
offloaded from the vessels and either directly transported to the client’s farms or transported from
the Ports into our warehouse with a total storage facility measuring 35K Sq meters and thereafter
partial quantities delivered as required by the clients.
Apart from the above, bulk division is specialized in transporting minerals such as bentonite, barite
etc in bulk, bag and containers.
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GHXPRESS Division:
This division was established to cater to the growing need industries to move packages, parcels
and palletized cargo between the fast developing cities such as Dammam, Jeddah and Riyadh. The
highlight of this division is to handle palletized
materials, equipment, parcels and packages with
today collection and next day deliveries at the
required destination for Dammam and Riyadh,
Jeddah receives similar pick-up and deliveries
within 48 hours. With the use of curtain-side
trailers to run the inter-city distance into GH
Branch offices, thereafter deliveries are made by
medium sized trucks to their destinations. Today the Xpress division caters to more than 200
customers dealing with all sort of cargoes such as pallets, packages, equipment’s, chemicals,
containers, pipes, steel etc. delivered across all key locations in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
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GH INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT SERVICES Division:
With the demand to transport air freight cargo to
airline hub destinations, this division is
authorized by airlines to receive cargo shipments
from small commission based cargo agents and
to security screen each cargo for hazardous or
banned materials, after sorting and consolidating
them to be loaded onto our trailers and
transported to the airline hub in Bahrain, Doha,
Kuwait and Dubai for onward air cargo. We are
contracted by major airlines i.e., Gulf Air, Saudi
Arabian Airlines, Qatar Airways, Kuwait
Airways, Emirates, etc., just to name a few.

Our Airline Partners
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GH WORKSHOPS:
In order to keep the huge number of trucks
well maintained and running, GH has its
own

workshop

with

Mechanical,

Electrical, Denting, Painting, Welding &
Trailer Shop and Tyre shop in Dammam,
with support branch workshops in Riyadh
and Jeddah.

Equipped with a team of expert mechanics and technicians, two wreckers and three Road-Call
Support Vehicles, the fleet are maintained in-house under strict supervision and quality check
inspection. GH maintenance capabilities include truck/vehicle repair, full engine rebuild services,
welding and fabrication services, electrical repair, trailer repair, denting and painting services, as
well as complete tire shop capabilities.

It is believed that by keeping maintenance in-house, GH can better control the quality of
maintenance services.
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Organizational Structure
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CONTACT DETAILS & FULL STYLE:
GH TRANSPORT LTD,
KING ABDUL AZIZ SEA PORT- SUPPORT SERVICE AREA
P.O BOX: 39014
AL-DOHA-31942
KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA
TEL: +966-13- 8141555
FAX: +966-13-8595611

LOCATION MAP
(GPS location: 26.488116, 50.191641)
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